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Abstract
Toward Real-Time Video-Enhanced Augmented Reality for Medical
Visualization and Simulation
Alexander Maxwell Bensch
Supervising Professor: Dr. Cristian Linte
In this work we demonstrate two separate forms of augmented reality en-
vironments for use with minimally-invasive surgical techniques. In Chapter
2 it is demonstrated how a video feed from a webcam, which could mimic a
laparoscopic or endoscopic camera used during an interventional procedure,
can be used to identify the pose of the camera with respect to the viewed
scene and augment the video feed with computer-generated information,
such as rendering of internal anatomy not visible beyond the image surface,
resulting in a simple augmented reality environment. Chapter 3 details our
implementation of a similar system to the one previously mentioned, albeit
with an external tracking system.
Additionally, we discuss the challenges and considerations for expanding
this system to support an external tracking system, specifically the Polaris
Spectra optical tracker. Because of the relocation of the tracking origin to
a point other than the camera center, there is an additional registration step
necessary to establish the position of all components within the scene. This
modification is expected to increase accuracy and robustness of the system.
x
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1.1 Background and Research Motivations
1.1.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery
Over the course of the decade between 1999 and 2009 the number of deaths
per 100,000 persons in the United States due to surgical complications de-
creased by 39% for patients aged ≥ 85 years; 37% for patients aged 75-84
years; 38% for patients aged 65-74 years; and 28% for patients aged 45-
64 years [1]. Given that minimally invasive techniques have been shown to
reduce patient recovery time, blood loss, and tissue damage [2, 3], some por-
tion of this reduction can likely be attributed to the increase in widespread
adoption of minimally invasive techniques over the period 1999-2009, with
the proportion of methods such as distal pancreatectomies using minimally
invasive approaches tripling from 2.4% to 7.3% across the same period [4].
As a concrete example, minimally invasive cardiac therapeutic interven-
tions are coming to the forefront to replace the typically invasive procedures
where the chest is opened and the patient is placed on cardiopulmonary by-
pass. Recently, through the use of a Universal Cardiac Introducer[5], it
has been demonstrated the ability to introduce and manipulate instruments
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through the heart wall, and to effect interventions such as cryo- or RF abla-
tions [6], or mitral-valve replacement. However, through these initial stud-
ies, the severe limitations of 2D ultrasound as a navigation tool have also
been demonstrated. The obvious problem is that the 2D ultrasound image,
acquired from a trans-esophageal transducer placed behind the heart, is in-
adequate to visualize the target and instruments with sufficient clarity to
ensure the therapy is performed on target.
It is particularly difficult to gauge the 3D spatial relationship between
the tools and the surrounding organs using the medical images available
for visualization of the surgical scene [7], especially when 2D images such
as ultrasound or X-ray are utilized. In addition, the discomfort and unfa-
miliarity surgeons have with these systems due to this spatial disconnect is
reflected in a significant under-utilization of minimally invasive techniques
across the United States [8].
As postured by Cooper et. al, such a widespread latency to adopt these
techniques is likely due to a “lack of exposure” of surgeons during training
in their residencies. As it has been shown that surgeons require an accli-
mation period to laparoscopic techniques [9], they argue for more focus on
minimal invasion in medical training programs along with a standardization
of techniques to facilitate faster adoption. However, while Cooper et. al
seek to acclimate more surgeons to the spatial disconnect created by these
surgical techniques, the research presented in this paper focuses on eliminat-
ing the disconnect entirely. Their method entails the use of an augmented-
reality approach to create a virtual environment that can replicate in 3D the
entire surgical scene from medical data.
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1.1.2 History of Augmented Reality
In minimally invasive surgical interventions direct visualization of the target
area is often not available. Instead clinicians rely on images from various
sources, along with surgical navigation systems, for guidance. These spa-
tial localization and tracking systems provide information similar to that
of the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) systems that many are familiar
with. In parallel with the aspirations toward less invasive therapy delivery
on the medical side, many engineering applications have been employing
computer-generated models and graphics to design, simulate and visualize
the interaction between different components within an assembly prior to
the global system implementation. One such approach has focused on com-
plementing the users visual field with the necessary information that facil-
itates the performance of a particular task a technique broadly introduced
and described by Milgram et al. as augmenting natural feedback to the op-
erator with simulated cues [10] and later becoming known as Augmented
Reality (AR).
While the term “augmented reality” may be used somewhat loosely and
in a more inclusive sense than it had originally been intended, it refers to
visualization environments that combine some kind of real-world visualiza-
tion with some extent of virtual or computer-generated information aimed to
show what the real world view cannot, resulting in a more comprehensive,
enhanced view of the world. Therefore, the term mixed reality has been
suggested as a better descriptor of such environments, as, depending on the
extent of real and computer-generated information, the resulting environ-
ments can lie anywhere on the spectrum of the reality-virtuality continuum
shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Milgram’s [10] diagram depicting the components of a mixed reality environ-
ment in terms of its consistency of real and virtual elements, accompanied by real and
virtual examples in image-guided interventions.
The real component of a typical mixed reality environment may consist
of either a direct view of the field observed by the users eyes (i.e. optical-
based AR), or a view of the field captured using a video camera and dis-
played to the user video-based AR. As synthetic (i.e. computer-generated)
data is added to the environment, the mixed reality may become less of a
traditional augmented reality and more of an augmented virtuality, yet still
remain sufficiently different from a fully immersed virtual reality environ-
ment, in which the user has no access to the real-world view.
Although it is hard to determine the absolute first implementation of an
AR system, one of the first industry applications of computer-based AR
explicitly referred to as an “augmented reality” device was designed and
implemented for industrial applications in 1994 by Tom Caudell, an en-
gineer working in Boeing’s Computer Service’s Adaptive Neural Systems
Research and Development Project [11]. While at first computer-generated
models were displayed on computer screens and available to the work-
ers as “guides”, Caudell’s revolutionary approach, based on the work of
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Ivan Sutherland in 1968 [12], resorted to the use of a see-through display
mounted on a head-set device work by the workers that enabled the su-
perposition of computer models on to the real view of the physical parts
hence facilitating the workers task by truly augmenting the users view with
computer-simulated cues. This would be the first industrial application of
Sutherland’s concept of a Head-mounted Display (HMD) [12], a tool that
is only just recently being explored for commercial use by companies like
Oculus VR and Valve Software.
Visualization environments soon experienced some traction in the medi-
cal world, motivated primarily by the movement towards minimally invasive
surgeries whose goal was to improve clinical outcome and safety by reduc-
ing procedure morbidity, recovery time and associated costs. The challenges
arising alongside the trend toward minimally invasive procedures quickly
revealed themselves, in terms of surgical navigation and target tissue manip-
ulation under restricted access conditions and limited visualization, raising
the need for adequate intuitive visualization critical for the performance of
the procedure. The benefit of an AR system in this environment is clear,
as minimizing the amount of tissue exposure has the twofold effect of mini-
mizing visibility of the surgical site as well. Having this information present
using virtual displays while still reducing tissue affectation would be greatly
beneficial to the patient.
1.1.3 Applications
There are numerous applications to AR in multiple fields and industries.
Ronald T. Azuma details many of these applications in his meta-survey titled
“A Survey of Augmented Reality” [13]. In this survey, Azuma discussed
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the benefits of the partial augmentation provided by AR as opposed to the
replacement of reality provided by a fully virtual reality system. Whereas
fully virtual systems have little connection to the real world (such as virtual
reality-enabled video games), AR applications can provide information that
enhances the user’s ability to perceive and interact with the surrounding
environment.
One of the most common examples of practical application is in the field
of medicine. During surgery, whereas the human eye would be able to detect
some features that an imaging device (e.g. a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) or ultrasound device) could not, and vice versa, an augmented reality
system would allow the surgeon access to both of these types of informa-
tion. Should the surgeon require a medical image of the site, a simple press
of a button could immediately display such information in a contextually
relevant manner. This feature also allows to give the doctor what Azuma
refers to as “X-ray vision” inside the patient [13]. Using medical imaging
data such as an MRI scan, which captures information from within the body,
a doctor can view a patient’s internal anatomy in real time. This technique
could provide massive benefits to minimally-invasive surgical techniques, a
goal that the work presented in this thesis attempts to address to a limited
extent. Augmented Reality (AR) also has the capability of being used for
medical training in a similar fashion, providing helpful instructions, identi-
fying organs or internal elements of the body, and providing a more hands-
on experience than current virtual trainers.
There have been a number of applications of this technology in recent
years, each taking a different approach to scene augmentation. One of the
earlier systems was the microscope-assisted guide interventions (MAGI)
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system [14]. Developed in 2000, the MAGI tool provided an automated
registration process for aligning a magnified microscope image onto a view
of the patient. The quality of augmentation was quite high, ranging from
.5mm to 1mm under specific conditions. These conditions required im-
planted bone markers in the patient, an obviously invasive procedure. As an
alternative, the researchers also implemented a less-invasive technique that
required less surgical intervention but performed with reduced accuracy, re-
sulting in .5 to 4mm alignment accuracy.
A similar system called the Scopis Hybrid Navigation (SCOPIS GmbH,
Germany) [7] provides augmentation of endoscopic video via CT volumes.
The endoscope is calibrated and then tracked using either optical or mag-
netic methods. As endoscopic video suffers from severe barrel distortion
due to lens properties necessary for a wide-angle view, there are two pos-
sible ways of handling augmentation. The endoscopic image can be undis-
torted using the camera’s intrinsic properties, or the augmenting data can be
distorted using the same information. The developers of the Scopis system
opted to distort the augmenting data, as it is less computationally intensive
in addition to fitting the distorted format surgeons are used to using.
One of the more unique approaches to medical augmentation is the de-
clipseSPECT (SurgicEye GmbH) [7]. This system, while not primarily an
AR system, uses augmentation to guide clinicians for data acquisition and
diagnostics. What is unique about this method is that it does not use ac-
quired fiducials. Instead, a gamma tracer is injected into the patient’s blood-
stream which binds to tumor cells in high concentrations. This allows to use
of a gamma probe to detect the radioactive material and reconstruct it into
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a 3D volume used for augmentation. After this step, the actual augmenta-
tion is performed using an external optical tracker in a similar fashion to the
MAGI system.
These systems provide an example of different methods for acquiring the
augmentation of the scene. However, there have also been developments in
recent years regarding the display of these scenes, specifically with regards
to immersion. The recent developments in commercial HMD technology,
specifically the Oculus Rift (Oculus VR, USA), the HTC Vive (HTC Cor-
poration, USA), and the Sony Morpheus (Sony, Japan) have allowed more
developers to experiment with display techniques that were previously un-
explored or uncommon.
One of the most widely known examples of such a technique is the da
Vinci robotic operating system, a remote surgical device that allows clin-
icians to perform operations from across the globe using robotic-assisted
procedures [15]. What is significant about da Vinci with regards to Aug-
mented Reality is that the system uses a binocular video feed from an en-
doscope viewing the patient. The binocular view allows for a highly im-
mersive view of the surgical scene, similar to the benefits provided by an
HMD. There have been various attempts to introduce augmented data into
this view, including overlays of coronary trees during cardiac surgery, kid-
ney and collecting systems during partial kidney resections, and blood ves-
sel overlays for liver tumor resection. While the techniques used for the
augmentation in these cases were not necessarily unique in their own right,
the popularity of da Vinci as a research platform is an indicator of the pos-
sible benefits to be reaped from binocular imaging methods in the field of
AR.
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With respect to contemporary work with HMDs in Augmented Reality,
there are only a few examples, as such systems were not widely available
until recently with the aforementioned release of commercial technologies
at an affordable cost [16]. Additionally, hardware had not advanced to a
level in which it was feasible to implement a low-latency, high-resolution
HMD until recently. This is supported by the research of Keller et al. in
2008 [16], who states that “cost, bulk, complex infrastructure, as well as
two remaining, inherent problems with optical see- through HMDs: Rel-
ative lag and registration of virtual images to real ones” were barriers for
research of this kind at the time. That is not to say that there are no exam-
ples of these types of systems. The Nomad HMD was a see-through headset
that provided optical overlays for a single eye. In 2013, Abe et al. The uni-
versity of Central Florida developed a headset for medical purposes [16]. In
2013, [17] demonstrated virtual protractor with augmented reality (VIPAR),
a needle trajectory guidance system for use in percutaneous vertebroplasty
(PVP). However, as the technology powerful enough to render a high qual-
ity AR environment binocularly is still fairly new, examples of this type of
application in the medical field are scarce.
Outside of the medical field, AR systems are also used for a multitude of
applications by military aviators. The CAE system is used in military air-
craft simulators and trainers, although its size makes it impractical for use in
the field [18]. Military aircraft use alternate systems to superimpose graph-
ics upon the pilot’s view. These head-up displays provide vital information
ranging from navigation and flight data to target registration and weapon
targeting. One example of this is the “slaving” of a gunship’s main turret to
the pilot’s helmet, enabling the pilot to aim the weapon by simply looking
10
at a target [13].
AR is also being implemented in the entertainment field. One widespread
use is the “green screen effect”, in which a scene is filmed in front of a
large blue or green screen. This scene is then augmented during the post-
processing steps to make it seem as though the recorded events occurred in
another location. This technique is popular in modern films, as it is less
expensive than filming on-location or creating a convincing physical set.
For a more commercial entertainment application, Augmented Reality
(AR) air hockey table was developed by Mixed Reality Labs and demon-
strated at the SIGGRAPH’98 conference. Featuring two HMDs, compo-
nents of an air hockey game - pucks and paddles - were rendered virtually
and registered to a real table [18].
1.1.4 Approaches to Augmentation of a Real Scene
Display Format
As Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) applications provide
information through a visual medium, a variety of different display methods
have been developed to enhance the experience had by the user of these sys-
tems. Forms of displays can be broken into two categories: Head-mounted
Display (HMD)s and non-HMDs.
Head-Mounted Displays: HMDs, as previously mentioned, were first used in
the 1960s [18] by Ivan Sutherland [12]. Sutherland’s display was not only
the first HMD, but the first optical see-through HMD. This type of display
uses a semi-transparent surface to allow light from the real environment to
pass through to the user’s eyes. Virtual data is displayed on this surface as
11
Figure 1.2: Two images of Ivan Sutherland’s [12] optical see-through headmounted display.
The system used two CRTs mounted on either side of the head to display information that
was then reflected by a half-silvered screen in front of the eye, providing visualization of
both the real and virtual data simultaneously.
well, thus allowing visualization of both the real and virtual data simulta-
neously. Each eye in this configuration has a dedicated display, as the view
of the world varies from left eye to right eye. Sutherland’s system utilized
cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays mounted next to the user’s eyes to emit
light that was then reflected by the semi-transparent surface. Additionally,
half-silvered prisms were used as the display surface for each eye to allow
outside light and light from the CRTs to be viewed simultaneously. More re-
cent implementations have improved upon the technologies used for display
as well as the optical methods used to align the real and virtual data.
The most difficult aspect of using this type of HMD is obtaining an accu-
rate registration between the real and virtual image data both spatially and
temporally. The head has the capability of move very rapidly relative to
the surrounding environment, thus placing a heavy constraint on processing
time. Additionally, the intensity of light presents a significant obstacle to
overcome, as ambient light (or a lack thereof) can result in the user having
difficulty visualizing the virtual data.
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The alternative to the optical see-through technique is the video see-
through HMD. In this configuration, one or more (generally two) cameras
are used to capture a view of the real world. This view is then augmented
with virtual data and displayed on one or more screens placed in front of the
user’s eyes. Unlike the other method, video see-through displays require
external processing to combine this data into a single format.
There are a multitude of difficulties that come with this form of display.
Without a camera with optical properties customized and selected based
upon the displays used, the disparity between the field of view of each cam-
era and the field of view of the display can cause image distortion. The
positioning of the cameras also is problematic, as it is physically impos-
sible to center the camera origin at the same place where the user’s view
originates. Thus cameras must be offset from the eyes, causing a sense of
displacement when the user views the world from this new position.
Non-Head Mounted Displays: While HMDs provide a high-level of immer-
sion, they are currently not feasible in all scenarios. Constraints such as cost,
limitations of available technologies, and spacial constraints can prevent the
use of such devices in a given space. For this purpose, techniques have been
developed to use common display techniques from other mediums such as
television and desktop computing to compensate. Generally these methods
are similar in fashion to either the optical see-through or video see-through
HMDs, but are configured in such a way that they do not provide a stereo
view of the world. These types of devices include half-silvered mirrors,
computer monitors, and projectors. Additionally, conceptual technologies
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like the UNC “Office of the Future” [18] can be argued to provide an Aug-
mented Reality (AR) experience.
Camera-Based Tracking
An AR system is generally comprised of three key systems, those being the
tool used for rendering the displayed virtual data, a device or set of devices
that capture the real-world scene (e.g. a camera or camera array), and a
set of devices that establish a reference frame from which the augmenta-
tion poses are determined. Among these elements, there are two primary
configurations available for visually augmenting a scene with virtual data.
The first of these configurations places the responsibilities of both tracking
and data capture solely upon the capture system. In the case that this capture
equipment is comprised of one or more cameras, the result is a camera-based
tracking system.
There are various ways camera data can be used to track objects within
a scene. One of these methods is the inclusion of special tags referred to
as AR Tags in the tracked scene. These tags are printed with a pattern that
adheres to some predetermined format and which is able to be detected by
image processing tools analyzing the captured images. One implementation
of this technique is the ArUco Library [19] which is utilized in this work.
The ArUco library was created with the goal of creating a technology
that could efficiently track multiple markers efficiently by using a stochastic
approach instead of a “complete evaluation of the search space”. The library
stores m markers made up of a (n +2) ∗ (n +2) pixelated, black-and-white
grid (Seen in Fig. 1.3). An outside border two pixels wide aids detection
by isolating the inner nxn grid. This inner grid is used to identify each
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Figure 1.3: Example of an ArUco AR tag. The pattern on these tags are detected by a
camera and then used to identify both the tag’s pose relative to the camera and the tag’s
identification number.
individual marker by using a unique pattern of pixels. Within the library,
each of the n rows of n pixels are treated as one of n words of n bits. As
there are 2
n
possible marker configurations, there can be 2n markers tracked
simultaneously in a scene.
Under the methods implemented by Garrido-Jurado et al., each tag is
identified via a contour-extraction of an image followed by a polygonal ap-
proximation of all contours. As all AR tags are rectangular, any contour
remaining after the polygonal approximation is probabilistically a tag. The
pose of these contours is then determined via a homography-based projec-
tion removal [19], thus resulting in the position and orientation of the tag
relative to the camera.
A critical factor that determines the effectiveness of any camera-based
tracking system is its ability to detect and track all necessary objects in the
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scene in a way that does not hinder the performance of any system depen-
dent upon the real-time tracking information. The developers of ArUco
determined via controlled testing that the average processing time of their
library to track multiple AR tags was 11.08ms per image, well below the
maximum rate needed to display a 60 frame-per-second augmented video.
External Tracking
External tracking methods rely on a dedicated device to locate objects within
a scene instead of bundling the tracking responsibility into the camera.
There are a number of advantages to choosing this method over the camera-
based method which vary depending on which form of tracking device is
used.
The invention of x-rays first prompted the interest in developing a method
to localize structures in 3D space. However, it wasn’t for another 50 years
that imaging technology reached a point where this would be achievable
with the adoption of MRI and CT imaging in the medical field.
The first widely adopted tracking systems (referred to as “trackers” from
here on) were optical trackers [20], which utilize image sensors to triangu-
late the position of targets. These devices generally have a high accuracy
and wide operational area. Earlier systems generally were comprised of
charged-coupled device (CCD) cameras, Infrared (IR) light-emitting diodes
(LEDs), all integrated into a single platform. There are three main classifi-
cations of optical tracking systems:
Videometric systems identify marker patterns in a video feed, generally
from a calibrated camera. The camera-based tracking method detailed
in this work adheres to this form of optical tracking, although the fact
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that the camera that performs the tracking is the same camera that
records the displayed augmented scene invalidates it from being an
“external” tracking system. Videometric systems are used to detect the
positions of crash dummies in car tests [20].
IR trackers implement an optical band-pass filter to remove all ambient
light other than Infrared light, simplifying marker identification. IR
trackers can be either active or passive in their behavior, with active
systems employing stationary CCD units tracking markers that emit
Infrared light via attached LEDs. A firing sequence is used to indicate
the orientation of each individual marker by illuminating the LEDs in
a specific order. By maintaining that the markers adhere to a specific
geometric configuration, each marker’s pose and identity can be easily
tracked.
Compared to their active counterparts, passive IR optical trackers change
the locations of the LEDs so that the emitters are affixed to the camera.
Reflective spheres are attached to the markers instead, which reflect the
light emitted and thus are tracked in a similar fashion to the markers
in an active optical system. The chief advantage of a passive system
over an active one is the removal of the need to power each individ-
ual marker, as the IR light source is in a single centralized location.
The work presented in Chapter 3 employs this type of tracking system,
specifically the NDI Polaris Spectra system.
Laser tracking systems incorporate a photosensor array coupled with mul-
tiple sweeping laser emitters to detect the surface of an object. These
systems are not widely used in the medical field.
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Although they are highly accurate, there are some drawbacks to optical
systems. Optical trackers are generally wired devices, causing clutter in the
environment in which they are employed. This issue has been addressed by
the development of a number of wireless optical trackers, and the industry
standard (according to [20]) Polaris tracking system offers the option of
both wired and wireless modes. The largest drawback to optical trackers,
however, is the constraint that line of sight must be maintained between
the tracker and the object being tracked. In an operating room, where the
entire space must be available to clinicians if needed, this is a significant
limitation.
To rectify this shortcoming, electromagnetic tracking systems were in-
troduced. These systems incorporate a magnetic field of known geometry
to detect and localize small coils or electromagnetic field sensors. Electro-
magnetic trackers can also be divided into three classifications:
AC-driven trackers were the first form of electromagnetic tracking sys-
tems developed. Driven by alternating current (AC), these devices are
constructed from three coils positioned in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem that emit three dipole fields. Such systems typically operate in the
8-14kHz range for frequency. Induced voltage in small coils is used to
measure the flux of the magnetic field.
DC-drive trackers utilize direct current (DC) instead of AC. These are
fairly similar to their AC counterparts, but with the advantage of being
able to avoid interference due to eddy currents caused by proximity to
conductive metals, which can distort readings from the sensors.
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Passive/transponder systems use magnets or transponders to track the po-
sition of an object. These are the most recently introduced form of
electromagnetic trackers.
Certain other theoretical tracking systems, such as inertial tracking using
accelerometers or gyroscopes, have been implemented but have not seen
widespread use due to complications in the implementations or general dif-
ficulty of use.
1.1.5 Alignment and Registration Techniques
One of the most significant aspects of any augmented-reality system is the
process of determining how to align the virtual data in such a way that it
meaningfully augments the real world view. Any significant error in the
system will be immediately apparent to the user as they realize that the
virtual data does not align with the real world display it portrays. To this
end, there have been many efforts to determine the best ways of minimizing
error when aligning or registering different data sets. To achieve a fully
augmented environment, a specific combination of these techniques must
be utilized.
Pivot Calibration Pointer tools provide great utility to medical AR systems.
Not only are they able to act as a proxy for a surgical device such as a
scalpel or probe during development, but they also allow the recording of
real-world points (homologous to landmarks in the virtual world used for
registration) that would otherwise be indeterminable for lack of a proper
method of recording them. However, tracking systems generally will not
(or cannot) record the exact tip of the pointer, and instead track a marker
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the pivot calibration process with corresponding translations.
W~t represents the transform from the world/tracker origin to the tip of the pointer. Image
courtesy of Yaniv et al. [21].
attached to the pointer tool. It is therefore necessary to localize the tip of
the pointer with respect to this attached marker via a process referred to as
Pivot Calibration.
[21] defines Pivot Calibration as an estimation problem phrased as the
following:“Given a set of rigid transformations [Ri,~ti]i=1..m obtained by
pivoting a tracked object around a fixed world point, estimate the transla-
tion DRF~t from the Dynamic Reference Frame (DRF) origin to the pivoting
point”. A visualization of this scenario is shown in Figure 1.4.
World Registration Once the pointer tool is calibrated it can be used to
record landmarks in the real world. This approach allows collection of data
that can be used for registration of the virtual coordinate system to that of
the real-world tracker. There are a few different ways this can be achieved.
The paired-point method is one of the most common, as it follows a fairly
simplistic model. Given two measured sets of 3D points with uncertainty
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from two different Cartesian coordinate systems, one can solve for the trans-
form between these two sets using a least-squares approximation. There are
some variations upon the form of the least-squares solution, but otherwise
the algorithm is fairly straight forward.
An alternative method for world registration is the use of surfaces to reg-
ister two spaces. In this case, one or both of the surfaces are in reality a set
of points [20]. One of the earliest implementations of this form of algorithm
was the “head-and-hat” algorithm, which aligned segmented surface images
of the brain. The term “head-and-hat” refers to the two different surface in-
puts, with the lower-resolution data — a set of points referred to as the hat
and the higher-resolution data — a set of stacked 2D contours referred to
as the head. This algorithm calculates the centroid of the head and then
minimizes the sum of distances of the rays between the hat points and head
centroid and the head surface. This algorithm is considered to be the prede-
cessor of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) set of algorithms. ICP describes
any algorithm that approaches fitting from an iterative corresponding point
framework instead of the closest point methods detailed in the “head-and-
hat” method.
The Perspective-n-Point Problem: When the tracking responsibilities within
the AR system are offloaded to an external tracking system from the camera,
the procedure for augmenting a scene must be modified accordingly. When
the camera is used for tracking, all tracked objects’ positions can be calcu-
lated with reference to the camera. In a system where there is an external
tracking system, the Image Plane and the tracker space must be registered
in some way.
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While the camera-based tracking method did not rely on localizing the
camera in the world space, the external-tracking workflow described in this
work uses localization-based tracking. This method relies on correlating
image data and world data recorded using the external system to identify
the camera’s position in the world frame. The difficulty of this approach is
that a camera records two-dimensional images, while it must be localized
to a three-dimensional space. For this purpose, there is a method referred to
as a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) solution that is able to determine the camera
pose in three dimensional space [22, 23, 24]. The term originates from the
use of n correspondences among 3D points and the 2D projections of those
points. There are many fields in which this method is utilized, including
robotics, computer vision, and of course augmented reality [22].
The PnP problem can be solved via two different approaches — iterative
or non-iterative. Iterative methods are more reliable when the data is known
to be noisy or n  5, while noniterative methods are generally more effi-
cient in terms of processing time [22]. For the purposes of simplicity, here
we only seek to explore one non-iterative algorithm, specifically Li et al.’s
[22] RPnP solver. The smallest set that can be used to solve this problem is
four 3D/2D point/projection pairs. Using what Li et al. calls the “2-Point
Constraint” [22] (1.1), which constrains the unknown depths xi and xj be-
tween the camera and two of the recorded 3D points Pi and Pj, results in an
undetermined system. The term θij refers the the viewing angle between Pi
and Pj’s respective corresponding image points pi and pj, and the term dij
refers to the distance between Pi and Pj.
x2i + x
2
j − 2xixj cos θij − d2ij = 0 (1.1)
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A set of size n = 3 results in what Li et al. calls the “Three Point
Constraint”, which is an application of the 2-Point Constraint to the three
possible subsets of two points from given reference points Pi, Pj, and Pk
resulting in depths dij, dik, and dkj. This system can then be reduced to a
single polynomial (1.2) which is passed to a P3P solver. The depths of these
points can be solved, but the rotational pose of the camera is not able to be




j − 2xixj cos θij − d2ij = 0
x2i + x
2
k − 2xixk cos θik − d2ik = 0
x2k + x
2
j − 2xkxj cos θkj − d2kj = 0
ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx+ e = 0
(1.2)
The RPnP solver was created to rectify this issue. It requires a mini-
mum of four 3D/2D point pairs and determines the camera pose relative
to the frame in which the 3D points were recorded. The algorithm divides
the data set of size n into (n − 2) subsets, each of which contains three
points and then uses these points to generate a fourth-order polynomial via
the Three Point Constraint method (1.2), thus yielding a system of (n − 2)
fourth-order polynomials, that are used to determine the z-axis of the target
rotational matrix. The algorithm then uses SVD to solve for the remaining
two rotational elements and the translation vector ~t [22]. In testing, RPnP
outperformed multiple other non-iterative methods such as EPnP [25], LHM
[26], and DLT [27] in terms of both accuracy and efficiency and is therefore
an optimal example of a solution to the PnP problem.
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Calculation of Registration Error
In [21], Yaniv describes the ideal registration algorithm as one that is fast,
accurate, robust, automatic, and reliable [21]. This means that there are
five categories of metrics that can be used to assess the quality of a regis-
tration algorithm; Execution time, breakdown point, degree of automation,
accuracy, and reliability are all properties that can be used to determine the
effectiveness of a registration process.
Of these qualities, three are directly observable - execution time, break-
down point, and degree of automation. Execution time simply details the
time it takes for the registration to be completed, from the beginning of
the initialization phase to the final output. The breakdown point refers to
the algorithm’s robustness against outliers within the data. This attribute
does not necessarily dictate the algorithm’s effectiveness so much as it de-
termines whether or not an outlier rejection phase must be implemented
during the initialization stage. Finally, automation is simply a binary value
that indicates whether a registration process requires human input or is fully
autonomous in its execution.
The two remaining properties - accuracy and reliability - cannot be di-
rectly observed and must be calculated using developed methods. Reliabil-
ity of a specific registration method can be evaluated empirically by using
datasets that have been determined to have a “gold standard” transforma-
tion. That is, such datasets have been used in the evaluation of multiple
algorithms by over 20 research groups [20]. The algorithm can then be
tested for reliability by initializing all parameters to those of the gold stan-
dard set and analyzing the results relative to the expected transformation
from that set. Finally, accuracy is considered to be the most critical measure
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of a registration algorithm’s quality. Unlike other qualities used to gauge
the effectiveness of registration, accuracy varies based upon the data being
fit. Therefore, different algorithms for error determination may need to be
used dependent upon the type of data used in the work.
1.1.6 Goals of This Work
The scope of the work presented in this paper includes defining workflows
for two methods of augmenting a video scene with virtual medical data.
The first method - a webcam-tracked AR system - is designed to address
the needs of diagnosticians and clinicians who do not have the ability to
purchase expensive tracking equipment. This technique utilizes a standard
computer and a commercially available webcam to facilitate augmentation,
relying on the webcam to track the real scene. Since this method requires
few components that cannot easily be acquired or are generally ubiquitous
in modern society, it is inexpensive to implement (The system used in this
paper cost roughly $40 ignoring the cost of the computer).
The second method explored in this work is an augmented reality system
that uses an external tracking system, specifically the Polaris Spectra, to
track the scene and facilitate augmentation. The goal of this portion of the
work is to attempt to show that the webcam technique can be improved
upon for use within a more sophisticated surgical environment. This method
focuses less on reducing cost and more on reducing error.
The expected contributions from this work therefore are an inexpensive
AR system that can be easily configured and used and a more costly system
that can improve the performance of the process without any significant
alterations to the components or configuration process.
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1.1.7 Thesis Outline
In this paper we describe the workflow to generate an augmented reality
environment using a simple camera as both a real time imagine device, as
well as an inexpensive and sufficiently accurate tracking device (Chapter
2), alongside a virtual model of a physical phantom extracted from a Com-
puted Tomography (CT) image dataset using off-the-shelf segmentation and
surface rendering tools.
We also present a modified form of this workflow that utilizes a high-
accuracy medical tracking system as an alternative to the webcam-based
tracking (Chapter 3). As a result, the camera view in both of these applica-
tions is augmented with a virtual pose of the model that is rendered accord-
ing to the position and orientation of the camera, resulting in an intrinsically
registered virtual view overlaid onto the real camera view.
This approach enables users to visualize structures located beneath the
surface which cannot be seen using a simple camera. By transposing this
application to minimally invasive interventional guidance, this technique en-
ables “beneath-skin” visualization of organs and tissues that require treat-
ment and which cannot be visualized using an endoscope or laparoscope,
but can be rendered as virtual models extracted from high resolution data
Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging data.
We believe that these approaches will open up new horizons for combin-
ing real and computer-generated information for several applications that re-
quire virtual exploration of beneath-surface structures that otherwise cannot
be seen in a non-invasive manner. A direct application is in virtual anatomy
training and simulation an educational tool that can be employed to ex-
pose non-medical staff to views of the underlying anatomy as reconstructed
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from life-size medical imaging datasets and registered to mannequins that
enable the user to maintain the direct relationship between the real and vir-
tual world. In addition, a second application consists of the development of
platforms for surgery and therapy simulation for clinical staff, as an intro-
duction to minimally invasive approaches prior to their implementation in
cadaveric, animal and human studies.
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Chapter 2
An Intrinsic Camera-Based Video-
Enhanced Augmented Reality Approach
2.1 Introduction
Although there are multiple ways of tracking and augmenting a visual scene,
one of the most common approaches is the inherent use of the visualiza-
tion device — generally a camera — as the tracking system. In addition to
simplifying the systems integration necessary to configure the environment,
camera-based tracking is inexpensive and therefore accessible to individuals
who may not be able to afford expensive tracking systems. Our objective in
developing this work is to provide a suitable guideline for configuring such
an environment to catalyze future research in methods that enhance these
camera-based tracking AR environments.
Our process, developed as a module integrated into the open-source community-
supported platform for medical image analysis and visualization — 3D
Slicer — entails several components: intrinsic camera calibration, followed
by an extrinsic camera calibration utilizing AR tags attached to each real-
world component to determine the camera’s world position, registration of
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the real world to its virtual model counterparts, and lastly the video aug-
mentation. Note that the real-to-world registration process involved a pivot-
based pointer tip calibration process (i.e., a protocol used used to relate the
tip of the pointer to its attached AR marker detected by the camera), fol-
lowed by a paired-point registration that uses homologous landmarks in the
real and virtual world to align the two coordinate systems such that the poses
of tracked objects could be rendered in the virtual space.
To assess the quality of the resulting model-enhanced video augmenta-
tion, several registration statistics were employed including the Fiducial Lo-
calization Error (FLE), Fiducial Registration Error (FRE) and Target Reg-
istration Error (TRE). As introduced in the previous chapter, the Fiducial
Localization Error (FLE) measures the uncertainty associated with the lo-
calization of a landmark point, the Fiducial Registration Error (FRE) pro-
vides an estimate of the residual error associated with the paired landmarks
after registration, while the Target Registration Error (TRE) quantifies the
registration error at landmarks not employed during registration.
2.2 Tools and Methods
2.2.1 Overview
There are seven key components to the workflow described in this paper.
The first is the medical imaging software platform into which all compo-
nents were integrated — 3D Slicer — and serves as the main software plat-
form for the project. Because of restrictions imposed by 3D Slicer, which
relies heavily on open-source libraries such as the Visualization Toolkit
(VTK), Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK), and OpenCV,
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Figure 2.1: This image illustrates all the components utilized to generate the inherent
camera-based AR environment.
VTK was used as part of the rendering pipeline. Moreover, given the open-
source flavour of 3D Slicer, all implementations were restricted to the C++
and Python languages.
To serve as a physical model or hypothetical patient, a physical model
comprised of LEGO blocks was constructed and then scanned using a Com-
puted Tomography (CT) scanner. The use of the LEGO phantom was justi-
fied by the accuracy of the LEGO blocks and hence the resulting accuracy of
the reconstructed model, which enables us to re-use a previously acquired
CT image of the same LEGO model, without the need to re-acquire new
images of the physical object.The CT image dataset was segmented using
3D Slicer to create the virtual model of the LEGO phantom.
A USB webcam - specifically the Logitech C920 - was used to acquire a
view of the scene. The entire deliverable was implemented using a desktop
computer running Windows 7 64-bit.
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2.2.2 Platform
The application is implemented in the form of a module in the 3D Slicer
open-source platform architecture and uses readily-available libraries from
the VTK and OpenCV. In addition, the Open-IGT Link protocol enables
communication between 3D Slicer, OpenCV, and the camera, the latter
serving as both a real time imaging device, as well as a tracking device.
The modular design of the platform facilitates the addition of new compo-
nents and features. The platform also supports visualization of pre-operative
MR, CT and other modalities simultaneous to the camera feed, in addi-
tion to tracked surgical tools and virtual models extracted from the above-
mentioned imaging modalities. Moreover, the platform also provides the
ability to selectively combine the different imaging components, set trans-
parency levels for overlays, visualize volumetric data from orthogonal or
oblique planes, as well as generate dynamic cinematic sequences.
One of the key features of 3D Slicer that prompted its use in this project
was the ability of the platform to track multiple frame transformations in
real-time, providing data management and class structures for storing and
interacting with the transforms. This saved valuable amounts of time in the
development cycle, as having to devise a system of organizing and updating
transforms. Additionally, many tools were available on the platform that
provided key functionalities necessary for this workflow to operate, such as




This application could be implemented by simultaneously tracking the cam-
era, as well as the real surgical scene using an external tracking system, such
as an optical or electromagnetic spatial localization system typically used
during computer-assisted surgery. To streamline the focus of this applica-
tion and reduce the cost, the system was implemented such that both the
real world visualization and tracking were performed a simple web camera
and AR tags rigidly attached to the phantoms and to a pointer device used
to perform the world registration i.e. establish the correspondence between
the real and virtual world. The following steps were necessary in order to
augment the video view of the real world with its virtual counterpart:
Step 1 - Rigidly affix reference frames (via AR tags) to each object of interest
in the scene.
Step 2 - Establish a relationship between the pointer tip and the AR tag depicted
by the camera (Pointer calibration).
Step 3 - Establish a relationship between the real world phantom and its virtual
counterpart (VTK model extracted from a CT scan of the real phantom)
using point-based registration (World calibration).
Step 4 - Establish a relationship between the video image of the real world and
its corresponding real world scene (Intrinsic and extrinsic calibration).
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2.2.4 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Camera Calibration
Theory
The intrinsic and extrinsic matrices are two components of what is known as
the “camera calibration procedure”. The product of the intrinsic and extrin-
sic matrices describes the mapping between a three-dimensional world point
~XW and the corresponding two-dimensional image point ~xim, that is a result
of the projection of ~XW onto the image plane of the camera. The intrinsic
parameters are dependent upon the pinhole camera model (Fig. 2.2), which
represents a camera through a simplistic geometrical model that reduces the
necessary calculations for calibration.













. Any homogeneous transform between two three-dimensional
coordinate systems will be identified using the format STD, where super-
script S is the originating coordinate system and subscript D is the target
coordinate system. e.g. the transform globalTlocal in the equation ~xlocal =
globalTlocal ~xglobal would transform point ~xglobal in the global frame to ~xlocal
in the local frame. As the inverse of any homogeneous transform from one
coordinate system to another is representative of the inverse relationship be-
tween the two coordinate systems, the inverse of a homogeneous transform
such as STD will thus be denoted either in the form (STD)−1 or in the form
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Figure 2.2: Illustrative diagram of the pinhole camera model, a purely geometric represen-
tation of a camera. Image courtesy of Rhody et al. [28]
.
DTS.
As shown in Fig. 2.2, world point ~XW sits along a ray passing from
















Camera projection includes three different coordinate systems in its cal-
culations. The first is the Image Plane, a two-dimensional coordinate system
containing all image points ~xim. The Camera Coordinate System (CCS) is
a three-dimensional system that originates at the camera center, with the
three axes defined by the camera’s orientation. Finally, the World Coordi-
nate System (WCS) is the global reference frame through which all objects
in the scene are described. All of these planes are associated through the
camera projection equation shown in Eq. 2.1.
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P = SCCSTWcamTCCS (2.1)
The derivation of this equation is comprised of four steps. First, the
image plane is associated to an intermediate plane referred to as the Focal
Plane. The relationship between these two planes is defined by a translation
and rescaling transform based upon the camera’s lens properties (Eq. 2.2)
[28]. This matrix S transforms an image point ~xim to point ~xcam on the focal
plane. mx and my refer to the scale factors for each axis from metric units
(e.g. mm) to pixels. x0 and y0 represent a translation of the plane origin
from the camera’s principal point to the corner of the image. s is a skew







As the focal plane acts as an intermediary between the image plane and
the CCS, and as the CCS is a three-dimensional plane while the image plane
is two-dimensional, the transformation CCSTcam between ~xcam on the fo-
cal plane and the point ~XCCS on the CCS is a 3x3 transformation matrix
shown in Eq. 2.3 [28], appended with a column of zeros to account for the






Combining Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.3 results in the Intrinsic Matrix K (Eq.
2.4) (appended with a column of zeros to account for change in dimension-

























Having established the relationship between the image plane and the
CCS, it is now necessary to calculate the transformation WTCCS between
the CCS and the WCS. This transformation constitutes the Extrinsic Matrix
(Eq. 2.5).
~XCCS = WTCCS ~X
W (2.5)
The combination of the extrinsic and intrinsic matrices results in the cam-
era’s projection matrix, which fully describes the projection of ~XW to ~xim
(Eq. 2.6). By calculating this matrix, it is possible to fully augment a real
scene with virtual data by simply setting the pose of each virtual component
to that of its real-world counterpart. However, due to the fact that a projec-
tion from a two-dimensional plane to a three-dimensional plane results in
an under-determined system, the equation shown in Eq. 2.6 cannot be ma-
nipulated to solve for P. In the case of the webcam-based tracking system,
an external library was used to remedy this issue. The calculations for the
two- to three-dimensional projection can be viewed in Eq. 3.2.4.
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The ArUco Library: To construct a referential frame for interpreting the real
world coordinates and orientation of the target object, AR tags were used in
conjunction with the ArUco tag recognition library. Markers were attached
to the LEGO phantom and the pointer tool. Because the camera is used as
the tracking system, it is assumed to act as the WCS. This means that the
camera origin is centered at the world origin and the CCS and WCS are
one and the same. To construct a referential frame for interpreting the real
world coordinates and orientation of the target objects, these AR markers
were used in conjunction with the ArUco tag recognition library [19].
The ArUco library was created with the goal of creating a technology
that could efficiently track multiple markers efficiently by using a stochastic
approach instead of a “complete evaluation of the search space”. The library
stores m markers made up of a (n + 2) ∗ (n + 2) pixelated black-and-white
grids (Seen in Fig. 1.3). An outside border two pixels wide aids detection
by isolating the inner nxn grid. This inner grid is used to identify each
individual marker by using a unique pattern of pixels. Within the library,
each of the n rows of n pixels are treated as one of n words of n bits. As
there are 2
n
possible marker configurations, there can be 2n markers tracked
simultaneously in a scene.
To track these markers, ArUco analyzes each video frame individually
(Fig. 2.3). First, images are converted to gray-scale and segmented using
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a local adaptive threshold to identify the prominent contours in the scene
(Fig. 2.3, image (b). After this, contours are extracted using the Suzuki-
Abe method [29] (Fig. 2.3, image (b)), the results of which are passed to
a polygonal approximation using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [30] (Fig.
2.3, image (d)). By discarding any contour not approximated to a polygon
with four vertices (all markers are rectangular), the remaining contours are
probabilistically those of the AR markers. The code from these markers
is then extracted by first eliminating the effects of perspective projection
through homography calculations and divided into a grid (Fig. 2.3, image
(e)). Finally, each marker is checked against an internal dictionary contain-
ing all valid marker IDs. Any marker that shares an ID with a dictionary
entry is tracked and its homogeneous transform is stored for access by the
user.
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Figure 2.3: Each step of the ArUco tag detection and tracking process. (a) shows the image
captured before processing; (b) is a contour extraction of the image; (c) represents the
results of a contour detection; (d) shows the polygonal approximation and color removal of
each marker; (e) visualizes the results of a perspective transformation of the marker in (d);
(f) demonstrates the bit assignments used to create the tag’s identification number. Image
courtesy of Garrido-Jurado et al. [19].
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Implementation
Using this tool, the extrinsic camera calibration matrix WTCCS - a homoge-
neous transformation matrix which describes the camera’s position relative
to a given AR tag - was obtained. Because of the constraints put in place
by VTK’s implementation of virtual cameras, elements of this matrix were
extracted and applied to the scene camera independently. First, the transla-
tional elements of the extrinsic matrix were used directly to set the position
of the scene camera in the render space. Then the first column of the 3x3
rotation matrix R (i.e., a sub-matrix of the 4x4 extrinsic calibration matrix
WTCCS) was used to set the view-up vector associated with the virtual cam-
era - a vector orthogonal to the perspective vector that dictates the perceived
vertical direction as viewed by the camera. This process positioned the vir-
tual camera in such a way that positions and orientations of both the real
and virtual cameras were identical within their respective spaces.
No unit conversions were necessary in this implementation, as both ArUco
and VTK employ a millimeter scale for all spatial transformations and co-
ordinate frames. However, when using cameras, there is a distortion present
in the images recorded due to the lenses necessary for the camera operation.
This distortion is represented as a barrel distortion on the image that causes
bowing of the acquired images outward from the image center. If not ac-
counted for, correct alignment of a virtual model to an image is impossible
as ArUco will be unable to correctly determine the pose of AR markers.
To un-distort the camera image, we employed the intrinsic camera cali-
bration procedure proposed by Zhang et al. [31], in which multiple views of
a checkerboard with known dimensionality and uniformity (Fig. 2.4) were
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Figure 2.4: Camera calibration checkerboard used to correct for lens distortion overlaid
with OpenCV recognition pattern. The overlaid lines are applied by OpenCV for identifi-
cation purposes. The board in this image was affixed to a rigid piece of cardboard to ensure
minimal warping would occur as any bends or creases in the paper could affect detection
or registration performance.
acquired. These images, along with the webcam’s extrinsic calibration ma-
trix, were then passed to an OpenCV utility to generate the required matrix
necessary to un-distort the acquired images.
2.2.5 World Calibration
Once the real and virtual cameras were aligned, the real and virtual repre-
sentations of the viewed scene needed to be registered. Given the proposed
system is envisioned for use as a visualization tool in the context of min-
imally invasive therapy, and compounded by the to obtain the coordinates
of individual landmarks corresponding to the real-world model, a second,
dynamic A R tag was introduced into the system, which would be attached
to a surgical instrument, therefore enabling real-time tracking of the tool
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in the same coordinate system as the rest of the scene. The extrinsic ma-
trix returned by this tag was programmatically inverted so that the resulting
transform would be associated with the position and orientation of the tool,
rather than the camera.
Due to the displacement between the tip of the pointer tool and the
tracked marker attached to it, a pointer calibration (hereby referred to as
a Pivot Calibration) was necessary to establish a relationship between the
two. Because the pointer tip is for all intents and purposes a single point,
this transformation is a pure translation from the origin of Tpoint to the
pointer tip ~ppoint. For this process, we used 3D Slicer’s pivot calibration
module (Bundled with the IGT extension package), which simplified the
process of calculating the optimal transform. This module took as an input
the transform relating to the pointer marker. A data acquisition process was
then run, during which the pointer tool was pivoted on its tip with the at-
tached marker clearly visible to the camera. The module recorded the pose
of the marker over this time period and then calculated and returned the op-
timal transformation PTT as well as the RMS error. The estimated static
pointer calibration transform was then applied to the probe transform (i.e.
the inverted tool extrinsic matrix), which was updated according to the new
position and orientation of the tool with respect to the camera.
Once the static transform was applied to the pointer tool’s frame, a rigid-
body fiducial-based registration was performed to establish a spatial corre-
spondence between the virtual model and its corresponding real counterpart.
A series of fiducial markers (i.e., landmarks) were selected on the virtual
model; these same features were then recorded as a homologous, yet sepa-
rate fiducial set from the real-world model using the camera-tracked pointer.
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Note that it is important to select landmarks whose locations can be easily
and accurately identified in both the real and virtual models, otherwise the
spatial correspondence between the two worlds will be compromised. The
points recorded in this fashion appeared as markers in the virtual space, al-
beit in the wrong position and orientation. The virtual-world marker dataset
was then registered to the real-world marker set using the Fiducial Registra-
tion module built into 3D Slicer; the module uses two sets of markers of the
same dimension (N points, each characterized by their inherent x-, y- and z-
coordinates) and returns a transformation matrix, accompanied by a metric
that quantifies the registration error, commonly referred to as the Fiducial
Registration Error (FRE). Lastly, the returned transformation between the
real and virtual world, often referred to as the world calibration transform
was then applied to all the components of the virtual world, resulting in a
correct alignment between the real-world video feed and the virtual world.
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Figure 2.5: This graphic represents the entire physical scene, comprised of camera, phan-
tom (represented as blue cube), phantom marker, pointer, and pointer marker.
2.2.6 Implementation on Intervention-Mimicking Phantoms
Following the intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration, the technique was
implemented and demonstrated using a LEGO phantom and ongoing studies
are being conducted on a patient-specific left atrium mimicking phantom.
The IGT LEGO phantom was first designed and disseminated by Yaniv et
al. [32] and constitutes a very accurate, yet highly inexpensive device that
allows for the development, implementation, testing and validation of newly
formulated tools, devices, surgical techniques, and user-dependent surgical
skills in a laboratory setting, while emulating a somewhat simplified clini-
cal environment in which all variables can be controlled in an efficient and
organized fashion. Moreover, thanks to the precision of the LEGO blocks,
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Figure 2.6: Image-Guided Therapy (IGT) LEGO phantom used for in-laboratory validation
of new tools and techniques for computer-assisted navigation and visualization (left panel)
accompanied by its virtual counterpart generated via segmentation from a CT scan of the
phantom (right panel).
exact replicas of phantoms can be rebuilt and used alongside virtual rep-
resentations obtained by automatically segmenting previously acquired CT
images of the device, without the need to re-acquire CT scans of a newly
built phantom (Fig. 2.6).
2.2.7 Error Correction and Handling
While the system behaved moderately well as previously described, there
were notable issues with jitter in the model due to AR tag detection. It is
hypothesized that the majority of these issues were caused by the slight de-
fects in the surface of the tags, which must be as flat as possible to obtain the
best results. To combat these issues, we implemented a combined method
for improved image tracking stabilization and error reduction.
The proposed and implemented approach consists of a variable-width
averaging window applied to the returned extrinsic transforms from the AR
tags. The width corresponds to the number of frames over which the trans-
forms are averaged. This window provided the benefit of smooth motion
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of the virtual model, but resulted in a width-dependent delay in the motion
of the pointer to the correct position as the average weighted the position
to previous frames. Nevertheless, this issue could be further remedied by
employing a weighted average that assigns a higher weighing to the recent
frames than to the older ones.
In addition to the averaging window, an outlier detection feature was also
added. This feature allows the user to calibrate the system for a set dura-
tion, during which the noise distribution in the static reference AR tag is
recorded and a standard deviation of the noise is computed. Once this cal-
ibration step is performed, the user has the option to enable noise removal,
by automatically discarding any transform that contained values which de-
viated by less than 0.05 standard deviations for the static transform or 0.01
standard deviations for the probe transform.
2.3 Results
The first assessment concerned the alignment of the world coordinates to
those of the virtual environment. The accuracy of this alignment was dic-
tated by the RMS error of four different alignment phases: Pivot Calibration
Error (PCE), Fiducial Localization Error (FLE), FRE, and Target Registra-
tion Error (TRE):
- The PCE refers to the error in determining the transformation between
the pointer tip and the AR tag attached the the pointer.
- The FLE refers to the error in locating a single point in space (mea-
sured by recording 60 points at the same real-world location and mea-
suring their spread in the virtual space).
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- The FRE refers to the error when aligning a set of real-world points to
a corresponding set of virtual points, and measured the spatial corre-
spondence estimated based on all the landmarks used to perform the
world calibration.
- The TRE refers to the error achieved when mapping real-world points
to the virtual space after registration has been performed. Of the three
error metrics, TRE is the most critical as it ultimately determines the
usefulness of the image guidance environment the user is employing.
These error metrics were quantified using different hardware components
and are summarized in Table 2.1. The entire registration process was re-
peated for the webcam tracker three times with a recording of the respective
metric made at each step of the process.
Iteration PCE (mm) FLE (mm) FRE (mm) TRE (mm)
1 .928 .639 2.12 5.08
2 1.15 .890 2.98 4.44
3 0.963 0.752 2.21 3.21
Table 2.1: Results from three different iterations of the registration process.
The webcam FLE and FRE are higher than the corresponding errors us-
ing higher-quality hardware and an alternative software input mechanism
the OpenIGTLink protocol used to pass information from the tracking sys-
tems to 3D Slicer (See Chapter 3 for full results of said alternate systems).
The Logitech webcam performed worse, but this was anticipated. While the
NDI units have advantages such as larger fields of view, no lighting restric-
tions, and no line-of-sight requirements (in the case of the electromagnetic
unit only), the webcam still performed quite well overall when factoring in
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the cost-to-performance ratio.
While their TRE associated with the webcam employed was much greater
than the Polaris Spectra, the Polaris webcam costs two orders of magnitude
less than the NDI Polaris Spectra unit. The cost-to-accuracy ratio for the
hardware/software system we have developed is therefore extremely com-
petitive, once again, for non-medical applications that also do not require
the use of regulator-approved technology.
Also in the context of the intended application in simulation, teaching
and training, the use of the camera for tracking also limits the technology
required to generate an augmented reality visualization environment. Had a
separate spatial localization system been employed, the camera would have
needed to be tracked extrinsically, therefore adding an extra layer of hard-
ware, software and transforms to the current application.
When compared to the RMS error values of the same tests on tested sys-
tems (said systems being the Polaris Spectra infrared imager and the Aurora
magnetic imager), the results were deemed acceptable when consideration
was given to the unavoidable error present in the imaging algorithms needed
for detecting the AR Tags.
Our software further seeks to align the webcam video feed with our
tracked virtual environment in real time. An example of this overlaid align-
ment is shown in Fig. 2.7. The error in this alignment was quantified by cap-
turing screen captures of the overlaid images and manually measuring the
offset between the image and the overlaid model using corresponding land-
mark datasets. This process is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8 and the recorded
errors are summarized in Table 2.2. This process did not require prohibitive
computational power, as 3D Slicer was able to maintain a refresh rate in
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Figure 2.7: Raw video feed of the IGT LEGO phantom (left panel) accompanied by the
virtual model overlaid onto the real-world view (right panel).
excess of 40 frames per second while processing the overlay.
As demonstrated in Fig. 2.7, the overlay process is capable of near-
perfect alignment in some instances. Unfortunately, while the overlay tends
to be very close to the true image when the algorithm starts, moving the
camera around the object can introduce error into the alignment.
To assess the quality of the image overlay system we used the spatial
alignment of the real and virtual features in terms of their alignment error
i.e., how well do the virtual surface views of the model align with the real
surface view under quasi-static conditions (i.e., no sudden motion of the
camera with respect to the images scene). This error was calculated using
an image space fiducial registration process. First, a two-dimensional pro-
jection of the rendered scene from the camera feed was recorded and marked
with fiducial points at key features on the object. A second set of fiducials
was then recorded by matching homologous features on the projection of the
virtually-rendered model. These two sets of fiducials sets were then passed
into a TRE algorithm, which, in turn, returned the alignment error between
the 2D real-world view and the overlaid virtual model view as a RMS TRE
metric. An example of this fiducial placement process is given in Fig. 2.8.
The alignment quality, hereby referred to as Video Registration Error
(VRE), was quantified across the real-world and virtual fiducials using the
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Figure 2.8: Video alignment error was computed by comparing the offset between corre-
sponding point sets (denoted with prefixes F- and P- in the image).
Tracking System Lowest VRE (RMS, mm) Mean VRE (RMS, mm) Highest VRE (RMS, mm)
Webcam Tracker 4.57 9.51 17.72
Table 2.2: As computed from multiple viewing angles for each camera. The lowest and
highest errors represent the best and worst case alignments detected while moving the cam-
era through the possible orientation space.
RMS TRE as an assessment metric.
The VRE varied significantly based on camera quality and orientation.
Best, worst, and average cases for each camera are reported in Table 2.2.
The best video overlays corresponded to the scenario in which the camera
was in the same orientation relative to the AR tag as it had been during the
initial fiducial registration process. Tracking became significantly impaired
when viewing the static AR tag head-on.
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Figure 2.9: View of scene before distortion correction (left) and after (right).
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Error
One significant source of error which our software eliminates is the error
due to camera distortion. Camera lenses by their nature distort images by
bending incoming light to focus it onto the sensor array. By accounting
for this distortion in incoming images we achieved significantly improved
tracking fidelity, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Despite accounting for camera distortion parameters, the error in video
alignment is still greater than one would expect given the relatively small
TRE of the systems. One possible explanation for this error is the somewhat
unreliable nature of the AR tag detection library employed. The system is
highly sensitive to camera focus and lighting conditions, factors that may
interfere with the tag detection, which, despite reasonable accuracy leading
to low TRE, led to sub-optimal accurate estimates of the world coordinates
relative to the camera.
The lack of fidelity of tag detection was more apparent when viewing
the static reference tag head-on, which is a well-known problem in com-
puter vision. In this orientation the system had a very difficult time aligning
the model to the video because the ArUco software could not generate an
accurate estimation for the depth of the tag in space. This shortfall could
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potentially be addressed in the future by using of a board consisting of sev-
eral static reference tags as opposed to a single reference tag currently em-
ployed. The multiple reference tags detected concurrently should allow for
a more accurate consensus on estimating the camera pose with respect to the
viewed scene. Alternatively, the simultaneous use of a system of cameras
could allow for similarly improved results, while also permitting the user
to view the augmented reality environment in 3D. Higher quality lighting
conditions and camera hardware may also make the tags easier to detect,
thereby helping to reduce video alignment error.
2.4.2 Advantages and Limitations
The potential benefits of the AR approach can be easily seen when the target
area in the real world is visually occluded. Consider a scenario depicted in
Fig. 2.10, in which the LEGO structure is filled with rice, preventing the
visualization of the internal structures – the IGT lettering inside the phan-
tom. If one were to try to “operate” on the “T” for instance, it would be
difficult to do so without hitting other structures along the way. Using the
augmented reality view, nevertheless, it is easy to bring the pointer directly
to the target location. By translating this analogy to a real, surgical scenario
where target locations are occluded by skin and/or tissue, as the organs to
be treated are accessed in a minimally invasive fashion through a small in-
cision, without providing ample access to the internal organ our proposed
augmented reality solution would permit surgeons to insert the instruments
and navigate them to the target with sufficient accuracy, despite the lack of
direct, real visualization of the scene available through small incisions.
The most significant advantage of inherent camera-based tracking and
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Figure 2.10: Model with targets occluded (left panel) alongside video overlay (middle
panel), enabling augmented reality-based image-guided navigation of the tracked pointer
to the desired targets (right panel).
AR visualization is the significantly reduced cost of the equipment com-
pared to other external tracking systems, making virtual tool tracking feasi-
ble for most audiences, yet limited to applications that focus on simulation,
teaching and training, rather than the actual performance of image-guided
interventions that require superior accuracy and use of specialized equip-
ment. In addition, this approach also limits the components required to
build the apparatus, as the camera is used for real world view acquisition
and tracking, with no need for external localization devices.
One limitation of the current implementation is the slight inaccuracies
associated with the camera tracking, especially along the depth direction.
One approach to be considered to improve these inaccuracies involves the
use of a pair of cameras, which would enable better triangulation for depth
perception, also enabling stereoscopic visualization. Another limitation is
the difference between the focal length of the camera and that of the ren-
dered which will require an additional calibration step or better positioning
of the phantom with respect to the camera to optimize distance from focus.
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2.5 Conclusion
We believe the described simple and cost-effective augmented reality plat-
form will provide new opportunities for combining real and computer-generated
information for several applications that require virtual exploration of oc-
cluded structures that otherwise cannot be seen in a non-invasive manner.
A direct application is in virtual anatomy training and simulation an
educational tool that can be employed to expose high school students and
personnel with no medical training to views of the underlying anatomy as
reconstructed from life-size medical imaging datasets and registered to man-
nequins that enable the user to maintain the direct relationship between the
real and virtual world.
A second application consists of the development of platforms for surgery
and therapy simulation for clinical staff, as an introduction to minimally in-
vasive approaches prior to their implementation in cadaveric, animal, and
human studies. Because of the minimal cost due to low-cost equipment and
reliance on open-source software, the system is ideal for physician train-
ing in communities that may not have the resources for high-end medical
equipment.
In its current stage the application uses a single camera source and the
display is rendered on a traditional monitor. In the next chapter we will
discuss a reimplementation of this system using an external tracking system.
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Chapter 3
An External Tracking-Based Video-
Enhanced Augmented Reality Approach
3.1 Introduction
As we demonstrated in Chapter 2, it is possible to rely entirely on the cam-
era for establishing a spatial reference frame and use the camera as a track-
ing device. However, this technique is limited to the inherent uncertainty
of the camera and any geometric and illumination distortions it features, as
well as the ability to use AR tags affixed to the objects and instruments to
be tracked as a means for their position ans orientation to be determined by
the camera.
One approach to address these limitations is to employ external track-
ing systems to identify the position and orientation of all instruments (i.e.,
camera, pointer, physical space etc) that comprise the experimental or prac-
tical apparatus. The work described in this chapter seeks to implement an
augmented reality application that makes use of an external tracking sys-
tem to track the camera and other components in lieu of the camera-based
tracking method presented and implemented in Chapter 1. This addition to
existing methods allows for added support of the Aurora magnetic tracker
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and Polaris Spectra optical tracker. Introducing these systems into the track-
ing environment has the potential to increase tracking accuracy, minimize
or eliminate the issue of obstacles interfering with tracking (especially for
magnetic tracking), and provide more versatility to the system within a sur-
gical environment. The effectiveness of these systems was analyzed using
the same methods used to analyze the camera-based tracking.
3.2 Tools and Methods
3.2.1 List of Resources Used
The implementation of an externally tracked AR system is to a certain ex-
tent similar to the procedure of using the camera-based tracking. The only
difference in the external tracking scenario is the addition of an external
tracking device and the markers the device tracks. In the case of this work,
the system was implemented using a Polaris Spectra stereo optical tracker
and three markers with reflective infrared spheres: one marker was attached
to the camera, one was attached to the pointer and the third marker was at-
tached to the “surgical scene” imaged by the camera that was augmented
with its virtual model. As the camera itself must be tracked when an ex-
ternal tracking system is utilized, a specialized mount was designed using
SolidWorks (a CAD program) and 3D printed. A marker was attached to
this mount, which was then rigidly affixed to the camera. The full set of
additional pieces of equipment used is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Collection of all components (excluding desktop computer) used in this system.
3.2.2 Platform
The 3D Slicer platform was once again chosen as the platform upon which
the implementation of this work would be developed. Much of the render-
ing process was extracted from the work presented in Chapter 2, although
the external tracking process was implemented in a separate module with
minimal dependency upon the camera-based tracking module.
3.2.3 Tracking
While the camera-based application was focused on creating a system that
could effectively render an Augmented Reality scene at a low cost and
was simple to configure, the focus of the externally-tracked system was to
achieve increased accuracy and increase robustness by allowing visualiza-
tion of objects that may not be immediately visible to the camera due to
occlusion or obfuscation. The steps of the procedure (listed below) do not
vary from the alternate implementation, but the process by which each step
was performed varied slightly from the steps listed in Chapter 2.
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Step 1 - Rigidly affix reference frames (via IR markers) to each object of inter-
est in the scene, including the camera.
Step 2 - Establish a relationship between the pointer tip and the attached track-
ing sensor (Pointer calibration).
Step 3 - Establish a relationship between the real world phantom and its virtual
counterpart (VTK model extracted from a CT scan of the real phantom)
using point-based registration (World calibration).
Step 4 - Establish a relationship between the camera position and its tracked
marker (Intrinsic and extrinsic calibration), thus associating the camera
to the tracked scene.
3.2.4 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Calibration
Theory
The largest difference in the workflow for an externally-tracked AR applica-
tion from a camera-based tracking method is the process of extrinsic calibra-
tion. In a system where the camera is used for tracking objects in the scene
the CCS and the WCS are equivalent - that is, a homogeneous transforma-
tion between the two would be equivalent to identity matrix I. However,
in an externally-tracked system this is no longer necessarily the case. As
shown in Fig. 3.2, there is an extra transform WTCCS necessary to relate
the WCS to the CCS.
In the previous system, much of the necessary calculations for obtaining
the extrinsic transform were offloaded to the ArUco library, which used
image data exclusively to calculate the position of markers in the world. In
the case of the external tracking system, the WCS was no longer dictated
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Figure 3.2: Spatial comparison of the two tracking methods. Note the extra transform
WTCCS that much be calculated between the WCS and the CCS in the externally-tracked
case.
by the camera pose, instead being centered at the origin of the tracker’s
coordinate system (Fig. 3.3). As such, and due to the fact that tracking was
no longer being performed by a camera, the position of the camera center
in the scene (i.e. the Extrinsic Matrix matrix) was no longer able to be
determined using the previous methods.
At first glance it may seem that the solution to this issue should have been
a simple one. By manipulating the camera projection equation as shown
in Eq. 2.6, one could solve for the extrinsic matrix WTCCS (Shown as
the product (CTM)WTM in Fig. 3.3) using linear algebra. However, due
to the loss of data inherent in a three- to two-dimensional projection and
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Figure 3.3: This graphic represents the entire physical scene, comprised of camera, phan-
tom (represented as blue cube), phantom marker, pointer, and pointer marker.




presented in Eq. 2.4, the resulting system of equations is not solvable using
traditional algebraic methods Eq. 3.1. Even after reducing the matrix to
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xim = tzx0 + x(R31x0 + fmxR11 + fR21s) + y(R32x0 + fmxR12 + fR22s)+
z(R33x0 + fmxR13 + fR23s) + fmxtx + fsty
yim = x(R31y0 + fmyR21) + y(R32y0 + fmyR22)+
z(R33y0 + fmyR23) + tzy0 + fmyty
1 = tz +R31x+R32y +R33z
(3.1)
There was, however, a way to circumvent this computational challenge.
By recording multiple 2D/3D point pairs while keeping WTCCS static, it
was possible to create an overdetermined system by representing the vectors
~xim and ~XCCS in equation Eq. 3.1 as 3xn and 4xn point sets respectively,
where n represents the number of points recorded. While this method al-
lowed for an overdetermined system, it also introduced some error into the
system through uncertainty in the recording process.
The SolvePnP Function
As a multivariable system with uncertainty in any of its variables cannot be
solved using traditional algebraic means, it was necessary to implement a
regression approach to solve this system. For this specific issue in which a
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set of 2D camera points and 3D world points are given with the desire to cal-
culate the camera pose, the problem is referred to as a Perspective-n-Point
(PnP) problem. This problem states that the camera pose can be estimated
using a minimum of four 2D/3D point sets. There are multiple ways to
solve this regression ([22], [23], [24]), but for this specific implementation
we utilized Zhang’s method [33], which was implemented via the SolvePnP
function in the OpenCV library. This function accepts as input a set of n 2D
image points, n 3D points in the CCS, and the intrinsic matrix and distor-
tion coefficients found using Zhang’s camera calibration method [31] and
calculates the optimal extrinsic matrix for the camera using a least-squares
regression.
The 2D and 3D points were recorded using a 7 x 9 checkerboard. The
image coordinates of each of the checkerboard’s corners were recorded pro-
grammatically using OpenCV’s findChessboardCorners function. The 3D
points were recorded using the calibrated pointer tool with respect to the IR
marker attached to the camera. In this workflow, the values recorded us-
ing the pointer tool are given with reference to the world marker. However,
as SolvePnP returns a transform describing the extrinsic relationship of the
camera origin to the world frame, the extrinsic matrix returned by SolvePnP
was equivalent to (MTC)WTM . As the extrinsic matrix CTM desired was one
relative to the attached IR marker Mcam, it was necessary to transform all




Using this tool, the extrinsic matrix WTCCS — a homogeneous transforma-
tion which describes the camera’s position relative to world marker Mworld
— was obtained. The resulting transform was used to set the pose of the
virtual camera. As was done previously in Chapter 2, elements of this ma-
trix were extracted and applied to the scene camera independently. First,
the translational elements of the extrinsic matrix were used directly to set
the position of the scene camera in the render space. Then the first column
of the 3x3 rotation matrix R (i.e., the upper right-hand sub-matrix of MTC)
was used to set the view-up vector associated with the virtual camera - a
vector orthogonal to the perspective vector that dictates the perceived “ver-
tical” direction as viewed by the camera. This process positioned the virtual
camera in such a way that positions and orientations of both the real and
virtual cameras were identical within their respective spaces.
No unit conversions were necessary in this implementation, as both the
Polaris Spectra and VTK employ a millimeter scale for all spatial transfor-
mations and coordinate frames. Unlike the camera-centric implementation
shown in Chapter 2, removal of the lens distortion present in the camera is
not critical to a successful augmentation. This is likely due to the offloading
of tracking to the optical tracker instead of the camera, as a distorted camera
image would doubly affect the tracking accuracy and the display accuracy,
whereas an external tracking system would only see an effect in the display
accuracy. This does not mean a distortion correction is not recommended,
as doing so still increases augmentation accuracy, but a successful augmen-
tation is still possible without this step.
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Implementation on Intervention-Mimicking Phantoms
Initially the same model used in Chapter 2 was used to test the procedures
detailed. However, as the objective of implementation of the external track-
ing system was to ensure the highest possible accuracy, and as there was
slight visual distortion of the LEGO model, a similar model was created us-
ing CAD software to the exact measurements of the physical structure. This
model was then registered using the same process described in Eq. 2.2.5.
The quality of this registration was then compared to that of the original
model using the returned RMS error from the Fiducial Registration module.
The CAD model showed a registration error of .74 mm whereas the original
segmented model resulted in an error of .98 mm. As such, the CAD model
was used for the duration of this procedure.
Interpolation of Checkerboard Points
Being that the solution for the PnP problem is not algebraic and instead
based upon sampled data, it is more effective to utilize a greater number of
sampled 2D/3D point pairs to reduce the chances that the regression gets
stuck in a local minimum and returns an incorrect extrinsic matrix. There-
fore, it was necessary to implement a technique to allow a large number of
data points to be collected with relative ease.
The chosen method was to find the intermediate chessboard corners by
recording the four outermost corners of the board and interpolate the inner
points using the chessboard plane’s basis vectors. The user first records the
four outer corners ~p1...4 of the chessboard. These corners are then used to





























(x3 − x1)2 + (y3 − y1)2 + (z3 − z1)2
(3.2)
After this, the basis vectors are used to calculate each intermediate corner
pij where i is the row index of the corner and j is the column index (Eq. 3.3).
These point p0 refers to the originating corner from which each intermediate
point is calculated. To reduce error propagation due to uncertainty in the
four points used to calculate the basis vectors, the value of x0 within the
calculation of a given point xij is equivalent to the nearest of the points
~p1...4, thus reducing the maximum scaling of any error present within ~u1 and
~u2 by half.
~pij = i ∗ ~u2 + j ∗ ~u1 (3.3)
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Iteration PCE (mm) FLE (mm) FRE (mm) TRE (mm)
1 0.0789 0.0440 0.660 1.12
2 0.112 0.0473 0.740 1.16
3 0.086 0.0435 0.861 1.20
Table 3.1: Results from three different iterations of the registration process using the Polaris
Spectra.
3.3 Results
As with the webcam-based tracking method, the full registration process
was completed three times. The results of these registrations can be seen
in Table 3.1, which demonstrates the accuracy of the Polaris Spectra as a
tracking method in terms of the PCE, FLE, TRE, and TRE. When compared
to the results in Chapter 2, it is clear that the Spectra is superior to the
webcam in terms of registration quality, although this does not necessarily
dictate a higher augmentation quality as well.
An assessment of the full augmentation process using manually recorded
points for the extrinsic calibration was performed similarly to the process
demonstrated in Chapter 2. After calculating the extrinsic matrix, six fidu-
cial points were selected on the LEGO phantom and were marked in seven
different camera views. These same fiducials were then marked on the vir-
tual model of the phantom in images acquired at the same camera poses.
Each individual set of 6 point pairs and the entire pointset of 42 point pairs
were then passed through a TRE algorithm. The value returned from this
algorithm dictated the quality of the augmentation in the recorded images
(Table 3.2).
To verify that the interpolation worked as intended and did not introduce
any significant error into the environment, the three dimensional point sets
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Iteration Lowest VRE (RMS, mm) Mean VRE (RMS, mm) Highest VRE (RMS, mm)
1 1.24 4.60 6.87
2 1.49 4.10 6.04
3 1.45 4.25 6.49
Table 3.2: VRE for augmentation using manually recorded 3D points to calculate the ex-
trinsic matrix. The lowest and highest errors represent the best and worst case alignments
detected while moving the camera through the possible orientation space.
consisting of 48 points that were recorded during registration were then in-
terpolated using the four corners of the checkerboard (Fig. 3.4). Both the
recorded and interpolated points from each the three registration iterations
were then registered to one-another using 3D Slicer’s Fiducial Registration
module. The resulting RMS errors, shown in Table 3.3 show that the in-
terpolated points have a minimal deviation from the recorded points. It was
initially concluded that point interpolation in its current form was detrimen-
tal to the performance of the system based upon these results, but in the
interest of robust testing procedures the full augmentation process was com-
pleted twice — once with recorded points and once with interpolated points.
The results of error analysis on these two augmentations is discussed in the
following section.




Table 3.3: RMS errors between interpolated and recorded points over three different itera-
tions of the registration process.
The Video Registration Error (VRE) was quantified once again by record-
ing screen captures of the overlaid images and manually measuring the off-
set between the image and the overlaid model using corresponding landmark
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Figure 3.4: Visual scene of the interpolated and recorded point sets in the virtual space.
It is clear from this image that the two data sets are fairly similar as there are no large
disparaties between corresponding points.
datasets. Unlike the process demonstrated in Chapter 2, however, in this
case there were two different augmentations to assess, these being the aug-
mentation using the extrinsic matrix calculated via manually recorded points
and the augmentation using the extrinsic matrix calculated via interpolated
points. These same fiducials were then marked on the virtual model of the
phantom in images acquired at the same camera poses on both the recorded
and interpolated augmentations. The process is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5
and the recorded errors are summarized in Table 3.2. This did not require
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Figure 3.5: Video capture of the error assessment process using the extrinsic matrix cal-
culated via recorded points (left panel) and interpolated points (right panel). The fidu-
cials from the interpolated (Labeled as “InterpB-[x]” in the image) points and from the
recorded (Labeled as “RecB-[x]” in the image) points are shown alongside the fiducial
points recorded manually from the raw video feed.
Point Set Lowest VRE (RMS, mm) Mean VRE (RMS, mm) Highest VRE (RMS, mm)
Recorded Point Augmentation 1.49 4.10 6.04
Interpolated Point Augmentation 1.39 4.36 6.17
Table 3.4: VRE for augmentation of the same registration using both manually recorded
and interpolated 3D points to calculate the extrinsic matrix. The lowest and highest errors
represent the best and worst case alignments detected while moving the camera through the
possible orientation space.
prohibitive computational power, as 3D Slicer was able to maintain a refresh
rate in excess of 25 frames per second while processing the overlay.
The alignment was quantified across the real-world and virtual fiducials
using the RMS TRE as an assessment metric. The quality of alignment
varied significantly based on camera quality and orientation. Best, worst,
and average cases are reported in Table 3.4.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Assessment
In some ways the results shown were as anticipated. The externally-tracked
system showed an increase in performance over the webcam-based tracker
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in terms of both registration and best-case VRE. However, with regard to the
average and worst-case performances, the system actually lagged slightly
behind the webcam method slightly. Given the accuracy of the registra-
tion results shown in Table 3.1 this was unexpected. However, the point
of failure that resulted in this underperformance can be isolated to the ex-
trinsic calibration process, given that the registration was so accurate for
the external system. The exact cause within this step of the augmentation
process is not clear. It may be rooted in specific implementation details of
the SolvePnP function, as certain elements of the extrinsic matrix output by
said function consistently required rescaling - specifically, the second ele-
ment of the translation column in the extrinsic matrix was scaled by a factor
of 10 consistently. It was necessary to thus downscale this value for the
augmentation to align correctly. It is problematic as well that SolvePnP is
effectively a black box in terms of implementation-specific behavior. Later
research should focus on identifying the exact cause of this scaling issue
within SolvePnP to determine if it has an impact on performance elsewhere
in the results.
With regards to the interpolation quality, there was a slight improvement
in VRE when using the interpolated points in the best case, but overall per-
formance was degraded from manually recording. The difference, however,
is fairly small. Interestingly enough, the augmentation calibrated using
interpolated points actually performed better than the one using manually
recorded points in the best case scenario and nearly the same in the worst
case. This feature may be useful in the future as a way of sacrificing a small
amount of accuracy for a less tedious registration process.
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Figure 3.6: Screen captures of the final augmentation when using an external tracking
system.
Error Propagation
Once again, for some camera poses, the error in video alignment is greater
than anticipated based upon the small TRE of the individual system compo-
nents. Whereas in the previous chapter we postulated that this larger error
could be due to the ArUco library and the variability inherent in using a
visual processing algorithm to detect planar surfaces in a three dimensional
space, this repeated disparity between anticipated results and actual results
forces us to reconsider that hypothesis and instead put forward the estimate
that the issue lies either within the rendering pipeline that we have created,
and thus is not an issue of theory but of implementation, or more likely that
the error is simply due to the propagation of the individual errors within
the workflow and is unavoidable given the conditions under which the sys-
tem was configured, at least given the current lack of understanding about
SolvePnP’s specific implementation details. A possible workflow adapta-
tion for future work is to recreate this system with a high resolution cam-
era, using a calibration chessboard that has been verified to be printed with
sub-millimeter accuracy and is ensured to be flat across the entire surface.
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Should this result in a better augmentation, it can be assumed that the error
present in our results is due simply to the conditions under which the ex-
periment was conducted. Otherwise, the fault may very well lie within the
rendering pipeline or some other component of the system.
3.4.2 Advantages and Limitations
As demonstrated by the accuracy results, the system still performed better
than the camera-based counterpart. Not only is the mean VRE smaller, but
the spread of the error over multiple camera views is more more consistent,
with a range of 10.0 mm RMS for interpolated points vs the camera-based
system’s 13.2 mm RMS, rendering the external tracking approach as more
feasible and more reliable than camera-based tracking.
Additionally, the offloading of tracking responsibilities from the camera
capturing the scene view means that the view of the tracking marker can be
entirely obscured from view without affecting the augmentation process.
The system is not without limitations, however. The Polaris Spectra uti-
lizes infrared light to track individual markers. This phenomenon implies
that any IR saturation in the environment could affect the tracking quality
of the system. This was experienced firsthand during the implementation
of the system when ambient sunlight from a nearby window completely
disabled the tracker’s ability to detect markers. However, given that the in-
tended use for this system is within a confined surgical or diagnostic space,
this issue should not be significant for the large majority of applications that
are not susceptible to IR fluctuations. Obviously there is also the issue of
the remaining error present in the system, which is currently assumed to be
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due to error propagation due to uncertainty present in the multitude of reg-
istration steps performed during system configuration, and, of course, the
inherent error of the employed tracking system, which rapidly varies ac-
cording to where within the the optimal tracking volume the measurements
are recorded.
3.5 Conclusion
The described workflow and augmented reality platform builds upon our
previous work using camera-based tracking and demonstrates a notable re-
duction in error between the two systems, which was the primary goal of
this work.
This system has applications in all of the same areas as the camera-based
system. However, it also has the advantage of being able to be utilized in
low-light environments,as long as there are no significant sources of infrared
light (as the Polaris Spectra tracker utilizes infrared light to track markers).
There are, of course, several improvements that could be made to the sys-
tem. Error reduction is always a primary goal for developing Augmented
Reality systems, and the current method provides far from a perfect aug-
mentation. One possibility for achieving this goal is to modify the algorithm
to factor in input from multiple tracking systems, similar to a stereo-based
camera tracking system. Alternatively, utilizing the camera itself as a means
to this end may work in a similar fashion, resulting in a hybrid of the two




4.1 Summary and Conclusion
As current methods of minimally invasive surgery leave the surgeon with a
distinct spatial disconnect in relation to the surgical site, the work presented
in this paper seeks to augment a video view of the site via virtual medical
imaging and model data.
The first chapter of this thesis discusses the history of Augmented Re-
ality (AR), as well as applications for the technology in both the past and
modern day. Additionally, this chapter explores the various methods of im-
plementation of an AR environment, from the display format to the type of
tracking system and methods of registration.
Chapter 2 is a detailed explanation of the workflow necessary to imple-
ment a camera-only tracking AR environment. The details included in this
chapter discuss the methods of intrinsic and extrinsic calibration, registra-
tion of the virtual and real spaces, as well as AR environment evaluation.
Intrinsic calibration was performed using Zhang’s method [31], while ex-
trinsic calibration was implemented and executed using the ArUco library
[19]. The overall accuracy of the system - gauged using the VRE - ranged
from 4.57 mm to 17.72 mm, varying with camera position and having a
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mean VRE of 9.51 mm. As there were no similar metrics found in litera-
ture, the significance of this value was paired with a visual appraisal of the
augmentation quality, which was determined to be within acceptable ranges.
Chapter 3 expands the process of reimplementing the method presented
in Chapter 2, however using an external tracking system for spatial local-
ization as opposed to using the camera itself. Because of the addition of
an external tracking system, specifically the Polaris Spectra optical tracker,
the calculation of the extrinsic matrix could no longer be performed us-
ing the ArUco library; instead it necessitated the solution handled of the
Perspective-n-Point problem. By simultaneously recording the points in the
world space and their corresponding points in the image plane, it was possi-
ble to solve for the back-projection parameters using the OpenCV library’s
solvePnP function, resulting in the extrinsic matrix that relates the origin
of the image coordinate system to the origin of the local coordinate sys-
tem associated with the rigidly attached tracking sensor mounted onto the
camera. Using nearly the same rendering process developed for use in the
camera-based implementation, the AR environment was successfully recre-
ated. This method boasted lower error for the VRE - 3.11 mm at the lowest
and 13.1 mm at the highest, with a mean RMS error of 8.19 mm.
Despite the successful augmentation of the real camera view with the vir-
tual model generated from a CT scan, this system is far from perfect. Firstly,
we identified moderate vertical error in the offset of the external tracking
system, particularly associated with certain camera poses, which were con-
strained by the experimental setup. Second, the display still resides on a
standard computer display, a device that lacks the immersive depth of Head-
mounted Displays. As the goal of the work was to increase immersion, this
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limitation may be viewed as a drawback that can easily be corrected using
a head-mounted display such as the Oculus Rift or Vuzix AR/VR eye-wear.
Additionally, both tracking systems suffer from obstruction issues - should
any object move between the tracked markers and the tracker, the system
will cease to function correctly until the obstruction is removed. In a sur-
gical environment where clinicians cannot be expected to be aware of the
line-of-sight of the tracker, this could be a major issue. Finally, the current
process does not allow for dynamically-updated models (such as a model
segmented in real-time from ultrasound data). Any non-rigid, deformable
structures relative to the world frame will suffer from inaccuracies unless
they are tracked in such a way that any deformations can be handled.
4.2 Contributions
The work presented in this paper demonstrates the process for building an
inexpensive, camera-tracked, Augmented Reality guidance environment us-
ing an open-source software platform and an affordable recording device.
This system was created with the purpose of providing a platform for edu-
cation, simulation, training, and outreach. Additionally, this work has been
extended to demonstrate a similar implementation using a dedicated surgical
localization system (the NDI Polaris) and demonstrate its superior perfor-
mance when compared to the camera-based tracking method. These devel-
opments represent the basis for creating more complex video augmented
reality applications which rely on the use of 2D video for capturing real-
time views of the scene and utilize 3D medical volumes to enhance the
visualization of these environments.
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4.3 Proposed Future Directions
4.3.1 Improved Video Registration Analysis Metrics
One of the greatest difficulties during this work was determined exactly how
to quantify the visual quality of the final augmented scene. Because the final
medium is a 2D image, but the input data is in the form of 3D information,
the quality of the augmentation is variable dependent upon the position of
the camera capturing the scene. This means there is no singular value that
can describe the performance of an AR technique. As seen in this paper,
results had to be quantified by a range of values, each representing the sys-
tem’s performance at a discrete camera position. The discretized analysis
of quality means that no analysis using current methods is truly meaning-
ful unless a slew of other details are provided for each sampled result. To
resolve this, it is suggested that the system be constrained in some way
during collection of results. In this work, when taking the final augmen-
tation screenshots for analysis the camera was (attempted to be) held at a
set distance from the augmentation target. In future works, a structure that
positions the camera at known distances from the target may aid in provid-
ing context to the results. One suggestion is to create a sort of dolly that
moves on a circular track of known diameter, with the world origin at the
center of the circle. This would allow for recording multiple images at a
fixed distance from the target.
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4.3.2 Head-Mounted Display Integration
While the existing system provides functionality to increase visibility in
minimally invasive surgeries, it still does not provide a fully immersive en-
vironment for the surgeon. Augmentation, unlike laparoscopic visualiza-
tion, provides a view of the surgical site from outside of the patients body,
allowing reference to the real world. However, because information is cur-
rently presented on a computer monitor, there is still a spatial disconnect
between the surgeons intuitive understanding of where his hands are and
what is shown on the screen. To remedy this, we propose integration of
a stereoscopic Virtual Reality (VR) headset specifically the Oculus Rift,
hereby referred to as the Oculus to augment not just a screen, but the sur-
geons entire field of vision.
The Oculus Rift is a head mounted display that fits over the eyes. Inside
is a small screen positioned behind two lenses, one for each eye. By attach-
ing two cameras to the outside of the Oculus, a live feed of the world can be
projected to each eye. These feeds can be augmented using the existing pro-
cess before being sent to the Oculus, resulting in what, to the user, appears
to be an augmentation of their natural vision.
This would require multiple modifications to the existing system. The
first of these changes would be to add a second virtual camera to the ren-
dering scene. This is due to the fact that creating a sense of depth that is
conducive to a VR environment requires presenting the scene to each of the
users eyes at a slightly different angle and position. This second camera
would be offset from the first by an amount equivalent to the users inter-
pupillary distance. There are two approaches being considered for this mod-
ification. The first is to simply add a second renderer of the same scene with
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Figure 4.1: Colorized visualization of the Oculus Rift’s display mesh used to distort pre-
sented images. Courtesy of Alex Benton [34].
a new camera. While this would be more taxing on the hardware running
the system, it would be less complicated to implement and would simplify
further modifications. The alternative is to instead use a single renderer and
update the position of the camera on every frame to alternate between the
position of each eye. This technique would be less stressful on hardware but
may present issues with frame synchronization between the video feeds to
each eye.
Once the views of the two virtual eye positions are obtainable, the ex-
isting renderers likely will need to be moved off-screen. The Oculus Rift
Development Kit uses mesh-based distortion, and thus provides a special
mesh that counteracts the warping caused by the lenses in the headset. The
rendered scene is applied as a texture to this mesh. Our current research
indicates that the only way to obtain the render as a texture in VTK is to
render the scene off-screen (i.e. out of view of the scene camera), capture
the scene as an image, apply it to the mesh, and render that mesh in an
on-screen renderer. As this is a costly process in terms of performance, it
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would be beneficial to research an alternative method that would eliminate
the need for off-screen rendering. Once the mesh is rendered, the window
needs to be scaled to the native resolution of the Oculus screen and centered
in the monitor.
4.3.3 Utilizing Multiple Tracking Systems
In an augmented surgical environment where a surgeon must be unrestricted
in their access to the patient, disruption of the augmentation process due
to visual obstruction by the surgeon or other element within the space is
entirely unacceptable. To remedy this problem, we suggest the addition of
functionality within this software to use multiple tracking systems to locate
tracked objects. This functionality has been used previously in applications
such as SLAM [35]. Additional tracking systems would be placed within
the tracked space in such a way that obstructing the line-of-sight to a marker
from one tracker does not obstruct all of the other trackers.
Such a configuration would require some form of consolidating the vari-
ous pose measurements recorded by each tracker into a single measurement.
As each measurement contains some inherent error, it will also be necessary
to determine how to identify the system error in a meaningful way. Not only
does this system provide multiple workspaces in which an object can be de-
tected, thus circumventing obstructions of the line-of-sight in one of the
trackers, but it also allows data to be recorded from multiple types of track-
ers. For example, a magnetic tracker could be paired with an optical tracker
in this format. As each tracking system has its own drawbacks and weak-
nesses, finding a way to utilize various trackers in a single system could
greatly improve the robustness of the augmentation process against adverse
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elements such as noise sources within different spectra.
4.3.4 Feature-Based Tracking
While the addition of multiple tracking systems can aid in the identification
of obscured trackers, it does not resolve the problem experienced by any
marker-based AR system: deformation of the tracked object. With our cur-
rent implementation, the tracked structure is rigid, retaining the same shape
that it had when an MR scan was taken of it. However, the human body does
not share this quality. Flesh is pliable, blood vessels can move, and organs
can shift, expand, or contract. In its current form, the system described in
this paper cannot handle these perturbations as the association between the
object and its affixed marker is assumed to be rigid and static.
Conceptually, if one were to reduce the object to a cluster of particles,
each with a defined position in the scene, it would be possible to affix a
marker to track each of these individual elements that comprise the object
as if they were an independent entity in the space. Of course, from an imple-
mentation standpoint this is problematic. While multiple markers could be
affixed to different fiducial points on a deformable object, the size of mark-
ers alongside the issue of obstruction doesn’t make such an approach feasi-
ble. That is why we instead propose a computer vision approach in which
these fiducial points (i.e., inherent features) are instead directly tracked by
the camera. Feature-based tracking has been implemented previously in
various applications such as the OpenCV library with high degrees of suc-
cess. By applying such a technique to an object such as a lung, which is
constantly expanding and contracting, the positions of key features on the
organ can be tracked within the tracked space. These points can then be
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used in conjunction with a tracked marker attached to the organ to deter-
mine the deformation properties of the virtual model. By deforming the
model in such a way that the relationship between the feature points and the
tracked marker position on the virtual model correspond to that same rela-
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